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Abstract. This report documents part of a planned measurement campaign in which spectrum measurements were
done at different locations in the mountains in Switzerland. The results of a study in Via Mala Gorge carried
out in August 2007 are presented and compared with Bleien observatory. The spectrum measured in a Gorge are
expected to have reduced low frequency RFI due to refraction around the high gorge walls, and Via Mala was
chosen as a test site as it is easily accessible. Measurements were carried out with a broadband omni-directional
antenna connected to a Callisto spectrometer designed and built in ETH Zurich (Benz, 2004). This study indicates
that the interference in the gorge is not significantly lower than otherwise in the frequency range below 1GHz
(λ >30cm), thus Via Mala is not ideal for broadband spectroscopic solar radio astronomy observations. It also
suggests that the reduction of interference within natural cavities in general is not very significant.

Key words. Callisto, spectrum, cross modulation, inter-
ference reduction.

1. Introduction and Theoretical Background

In view of IHY and with the possibility of finding a new
observation site in the region around Davos, measure-
ments were taken by ETH Zurich. The measurements doc-
umented here took place on Tuesday, 14th of August 2007
in Via Mala Gorge, 35km West of Davos.

1.1. Station description

The Via Mala Gorge (figure 1) is approximately 500m
deep, and has an average width of approximately 100m at
the crest of the gorge walls. This provides an alcove which
could reduce the RFI signals due to the refraction of the
RFI waves around the edges of the gorge walls.

1.2. Fresnel Diffraction

The diffraction integral1 is given by:
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Where the constants are described in figure 2.
For the Fresnel approximation, we take terms of

quadratic and linear order in the exponent. For the one
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Fig. 1. Via Mala Gorge observed from Below

dimensional case as shown in figure 3, the diffraction in-
tegral simplifies to:
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Using the standard cornu-spiral integral, the intensity
of EMR on the far side of the edge is predicted to be as
shown in figure 4. For large w, the observer moves above
the obstruction, so the asymptotic value is the intensity if
no obstruction were present. For an observation point at
the bottom of the gorge, there is a negative value of w,
hence from figure 4 it is clear that the intensity is less than
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Fig. 2. Diffraction of Electromagnetic Radiation

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of diffraction past an edge

that above the gorge. Larger frequencies increase |w|, mov-
ing lower on the tail in negative w. Hence larger frequency
RFI is not expected to experience as much attenuation.

For RFI, one expects the radio signals to be approx-
imately parallel to the earths surface, as in this model,
but astronomical information would come in from above,
hence experiencing very little diffraction effects.

Fig. 4. The Intensity pattern predicted by Fresnel Diffraction
Theory for an Edge

1.3. Measurement instrumentation

We used an omni-directional antenna directly connected
via a low loss coaxial cable to the measuring instrument.
The antenna is designed for amature use, and has ex-
tra gain in the regions around 30cm and 2m wavelength.

Abbreviation description

Callisto Radio Spectrometer of ETH
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
CRAF Committee on Radio Astronomy Freq.
DVB-T Digital video broadcast terrestrial
ETH Eidgenössisch Technische Hochschule
FM Frequency modulation (Radio)
IHY International Heliospheric Year
rf radio-frequency
TetraPol Terrestrial Trunked Radio (Police)
TV Television
UHF ultra high frequency

Table 1. Acronyms mentioned in labels and comments.

It covers the range from 25MHz up to 1300MHz. The
Callisto spectrometer e-C04 having a detector sensitivity
of 25mV/dB including control cables and rf adapters was
supplied by ETH Zurich. The frequency range of Callisto
ranges from 45MHz to 870MHz in three bands. The chan-
nel resolution is 62.5kHz, while the radiometric bandwidth
is about 300kHz. The sampling time is exactly 1.25ms per
frequency-pixel while the integration time is about 1ms.
The frequency in the output data is expressed in MHz
and the detector output is expressed in millivolts. Both
are stored in a simple ASCII file which can be analyzed
with any spread sheet like IDL or EXCEL.

1.4. Acronyms

Different acronyms used in labels and text are described
in table 1.

2. Results

2.1. A Comparative of Via Mala versus Bleien, both
Switzerland

The total measured spectrum, shown in figure 5 has re-
gions both where Via Mala has more RFI than Bleien and
the converse. The total spectrum is composed of 13200
channels 62.5KHz apart. As a reference value, 0dB is given
by a 50Ω termination resistor at ambient temperature
of about 26◦C. Some isolated interference peaks above
300MHz occur in each, whereas there is broadband inter-
ference in both cases below this. A large broadband signal
exists in Via Mala from (100 - 200)MHz which is absent in
the Bleien spectrum. Some of the associated peaks within
this band are so strong that cross modulation with the
mixing device used in the telescope amplification process
would be a risk.

2.2. Exgtended Observation with CALLISTO

Although the sun was not active at the time of observa-
tion we observed the sky for five minutes, see figure 6.
This was to allow the identification of possible cross mod-
ulation by strong transmitters in the FM band, pagers
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Fig. 5. Spectral overview measured down in Via Mala gorge
showing all channels in TV band I, II, III, IV and V. In Davos,
the band V is already used by DVB-T and thus almost no
frequency can be use for observation. Very strong FM trans-
mitters with up to 55dB power level above noise floor. Also
a very strong pager system at 147.5MHz may lead to cross
modulation when using a high gain preamplifier.

Fig. 6. Five minutes of observation using Callisto with 200
channels per spectrum at a time resolution of 250ms. One can
see a pile of strong carries in FM- and TV bands but no cross
modulation due to too strong nearby transmitters.

and Tetrapol systems. No cross modulation was detected
during the time of observation.

3. Conclusions

The radio spectrum in the Via Mala Gorge suffered from
significant interference. This could be because the re-
duced intensity of interference peaks caused by diffraction
around the edge of the gorge wall is not significant enough
to counter the large interference peaks. It could also be
that the model used was too simple: it assumed the EMR
travelled parallel to the ground, when it actually trav-
els at an angle (the atmosphere acts like a wave-guide),
and reflections off the upper atmosphere and earths sur-
face could be considered. The area suffers from broad-
band TV (DBV-T) and other broad band applications and
hence the region is not ideal as a host site for solar fre-

quency agile spectrometers. However, reserved frequencies
remain free from interference, and could be used for single
frequency observation to determine solar radio flux using
resonant antennas rather than broad band antennas.

4. Relevant internet addresses

4.1. CRAF

http://www.craf.eu

4.2. Callisto

http://www.astro.phys.ethz.ch/instrument/
callisto/callisto_nf.html

4.3. IHY

http://ihy2007.org/
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